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Recent progress in superconducting qubits has
demonstrated the potential of these devices for
the future of quantum information processing.
One desirable feature for quantum computing is
independent control of qubit interactions as well
as qubit energies. We demonstrate a new type
of superconducting charge qubit that has a V-
shaped energy spectrum and uses quantum in-
terference to provide independent control over
the qubit energy and dipole coupling to a su-
perconducting cavity. We demonstrate dynamic
access to the strong coupling regime by tuning
the coupling strength from less than 200 kHz to
more than 40 MHz. This tunable coupling can
be used to protect the qubit from cavity-induced
relaxation and avoid unwanted qubit-qubit inter-
actions in a multi-qubit system.

The electromagnetic coupling between a quantized cav-
ity field and a quantum mechanical two-level system has
enabled the understanding of some of the most funda-
mental interactions between light and matter [1]. Recent
progress in this area has been spurred by the advent of
circuit quantum electrodynamics (cQED), in which a su-
perconducting qubit is strongly coupled to an on-chip
microwave cavity [2]. This architecture can form the
backbone of a superconducting quantum computer [3–5]
and has been used to demonstrate efficient readout [6–9],
complex entangled state preparation [10–13], and even
elementary multi-qubit quantum processors [10, 11, 14].
However, the same qubit-cavity coupling that enables ef-
ficient control and readout also reduces the qubit life-
time [15], and also leads to spurious qubit-qubit crosstalk
in a multi-qubit system. To avoid these detrimental
effects, it is highly desirable to have dynamic control
over the qubit-cavity coupling. Dynamic control has
been demonstrated using an external coupling element
between two directly coupled phase and flux qubits [16–
22] and between a phase qubit and a lumped element
resonator [23]. However, controllable coupling has so
far eluded charge qubits such as the transmon because
they cannot be coupled using magnetic flux, which is the
mechanism employed by the external coupling elements
in previous works. We develop a new charge qubit that
uses quantum interference to provide an intrinsic method
to control the coupling to a coplanar waveguide cavity.

This new variety of superconducting charge-based
qubit, called the tunable coupling qubit (TCQ), has in-
dependent control over the qubit energy and the qubit-
cavity coupling strength. It is based on a modified trans-
mon design, and hence retains the essential charge noise
insensitivity [24]. The quantum interference used to tune
the coupling is controlled by applying two small magnetic
fluxes with on-chip, fast flux bias lines [14]. In this paper,
we start by numerically solving the TCQ Hamiltonian,
theoretically modelling the independent tunability of the
qubit energy and coupling strength, g. Next, we show
that cavity transmission measurements demonstrate a
high degree of control over the qubit energy levels and
coupling strengths. Finally, measurements of the vac-
uum Rabi splitting for several coupling strengths show
that g can be tuned from 45 MHz to values that are too
small to be detected in this sample. This approach of
using quantum interference to produce tunable coupling
in a V-system should be readily generalizable to other
finite anharmonic qubit systems.

The TCQ, shown in Fig. 1a, provides this dynami-
cally tunable coupling and qubit energy. It consists of
three coupled superconducting islands and two capac-
itively shunted SQUID loops, resulting in a V-shaped
energy level spectrum shown in Fig. 1b and c. It can
be understood as being composed of two independently
controlled transmon qubits that are directly coupled to
each other through a large capacitor, which determines
the characteristic interaction energy, ~J . The resulting
spectrum has two collective excitations with transition
frequencies ω− and ω+, and coupling strengths, g− and
g+, respectively. When |ω+−ω−| � J , as in Fig. 1b, the
two excited states are essentially the independent trans-
mon eigenstates |01〉 and |10〉, and the coupling strengths
are determined primarily by the qubit geometry. In this
regime, for the device presented here, g− = g+ = g;
however, in general, g+ and g− need not be identical and
are determined by the capacitances of each island to the
center pin of the cavity. When the two excited energy
levels are near-degenerate, they hybridize to give a su-
perposition of the independent energy levels as shown in
Fig. 1c. At resonance, the energy level splitting is ~J
and the excited states of the qubit are |B〉 = |01〉+|10〉√

2

and |D〉 = |01〉−|10〉√
2

. These two states couple to the cav-
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FIG. 1. Device image and level diagram. a, False-
colored, optical image of the TCQ coupled to a coplanar
waveguide cavity. The two flux bias lines, labeled “1” and “2”,
provide the field to change the Josephson energy of each split
junction pair as Ej = Emax

j | cos(πφ/φo)|, where Emax
j is the

maximum Josephson energy and is nominally equal for both
split junction pairs. b, Energy level schematic for the situa-
tion when |ω− − ω+| � J . Both qubit transitions behave in-
dependently and couple to the cavity with near-equal strength
g. c, Energy level schematic for when |01〉 and |10〉 are res-
onant. Here, the energy levels hybridize to a bright state

|B〉 = |10〉+|01〉√
2

(red) and a dark state |D〉 = |10〉−|01〉√
2

(blue)

which couple to the cavity with coupling strengths g+ = 2g
and g− = 0, respectively.

ity very differently. The bright state, |B〉, has a strong
dipole moment with an enhanced coupling, 2g. On the
other hand, the dark state, |D〉 has a quadrupole moment
and has zero dipole coupling.

This device can be used as a qubit by restricting op-
eration to the two lowest energy levels, which is denoted
in this paper by the ω− transition. The ground state
is |00〉, while the excited state varies continuously from
|10〉 (g− = g) to |D〉 (g− = 0) depending on the desired
dipole coupling for the transition. The other excited state

is used only to generate quantum interference by bringing
it into resonance with the first excited state, canceling its
dipole coupling. Using the two independent flux controls,
it is possible to move adiabatically between the resonant
and non-resonant cases and thus tune the qubit coupling.
Because flux is applied with fast flux bias lines, ω− and
g− can be tuned rapidly.

The TCQ has been explored in greater theoretical de-
tail in reference [24]. Here we study the quantitative
behavior by numerically solving the Hamiltonian:

H = 4Ec1(n1 − ng1)2 + EJ1 cos(γ1) + 4Ec2(n2 − ng2)2

+EJ2 cos(γ2) + 4Ein1n2 (1)

The first four terms describe two independent anhar-
monic energy ladders and the last term represents the
interaction between these ladders due to the capacitive
coupling of the top islands. EJ1 and EJ2 are the Joseph-
son energies for each of the two SQUID loops and γ1

and γ2 are the superconducting phases across the junc-
tions; Ec1 and Ec2 are charging energies for the two is-
lands; n1 (n2) and ng1 (ng2) are the number of cooper
pairs and the effective charge of an applied gate voltage,
respectively, on the left (right) island; Ei is called the
interaction energy and its magnitude determines the res-
onant splitting, 2~J =

√
2Ei(

EJ1

Ec1
)1/4(EJ2

Ec2
)1/4, between

the ω− and ω+ transitions. Numerical diagonalization
of the Hamiltonian is used to produce plots of the qubit
transition energy and the dipole matrix coupling element
shown in Fig. 2. The qubit’s dipole coupling for the
symmetric design presented here can be calculated as
~g− = 2e2βV 0

rms|〈g|n̂|e〉|, where |g〉 is the ground state,
|e〉 is the first excited state, n̂ = n̂1 + n̂2 is the charge
operator, V 0

rms is the root mean square of the voltage
fluctuations in the cavity, and β is the qubit capacitance
division [24]. The plots show that g− and ω− tune in
nearly-orthogonal directions with changes in the Joseph-
son energies of the two junctions. This relationship be-
tween g− and ω− allows these two device parameters to
be independently controlled by application of appropriate
flux to the SQUID loops.

To demonstrate this independent tunability, a TCQ is
coupled to a superconducting coplanar waveguide cavity
which is fabricated using conventional processing tech-
niques on a 200 nm thick Nb film sputtered on a sapphire
substrate. The cavity used here has a bare λ/2 resonance
at ωc = 5.784 GHz and a full-width at half maximum of
κ = 1.2 MHz. The three island device is fabricated in
a notch situated near the anti-node of the cavity using
electron beam lithography and a double-angle Al evapo-
ration [25]. The device is cooled to 25 mK in a dilution
refrigerator. A pair of low-noise, current-biased voltage
sources are used to independently control EJ1 and EJ2

via two separate flux bias lines. A two-port network ana-
lyzer is used to measure transmission, S21, at few-photon
power levels versus frequency over a range of independent
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FIG. 2. Simulated qubit parameters. a, Calculated
transition frequency between the two lowest energy states us-
ing equation () with Ei = 369 MHz, Ec1 = 428 MHz, and
Ec2 = 429 MHz for a range of EJ1 and EJ2. When EJ1 and
EJ2 are significantly different, the smaller Josephson energy
is the primary factor in determining the qubit transition. b,
Calculated dipole coupling matrix element, |〈g|n̂|e〉| versus
EJ1 and EJ2. The qubit-cavity coupling for the ω− tran-
sition, g−, is directly proportional to the plotted matrix el-
ement. For the qubit transition, ω−, coupling between the
qubit and cavity is suppressed along the diagonal when the
|01〉 and |10〉 states are resonant.

flux bias voltages.

The TCQ is characterized by varying both flux biases
over several flux quanta and measuring the cavity trans-
mission at 5.777 GHz, as shown in Fig. 3a. The en-
ergy levels of the coupled qubit-cavity system tune into
and out of resonance with the applied microwave tone,
causing the transmission to vary dramatically. A finite
current coupling between the flux bias lines causes the
two axes of periodicity in the plot to be non-orthogonal.
When this skew is corrected and the flux controls are
swept over a single period, cavity transmission at 5.777
GHz shows prominent horizontal and vertical lines, indi-
cating points where the |01〉 or |10〉 state is near resonant
with the cavity. When the two transitions are resonant
with each other, indicated by the white dotted line con-
necting the intersection points of the horizontal and ver-
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FIG. 3. Cavity transmission. a, Transmission at 5.777
GHz is shown over several flux quanta. The two directions of
periodicity are nonorthogonal due to a finite current coupling
between the flux bias lines. The blue parallelogram indicates
a single flux quantum. b, The axes are orthogonalized via a
linear transformation on the control voltage and transmission
is measured at 5.777 GHz over a single flux quantum. The
bright horizontal and vertical lines of high transmission at
5.777 GHz are due to a shift in the cavity from its interaction
with the |01〉 and |10〉 states. The center of the plot indicates
the point of maximum EJ1 and EJ2, and therefore maximum
ω−. The overlaid white diagonal lines indicate contours of
constant g−. The dotted line shows the contour of minimum
g− and the white arrows point in the directions of contours
with higher g−.

tical lines, the |B〉 and |D〉 states are the energy eigen-
states of the qubit. Along the white dotted line, the qubit
energy ω− varies, but g− is zero. The coupling increases
symmetrically in an orthogonal direction about the dot-
ted line, as indicated by the two arrows pointing to the
dashed contours.

The transmission measurements in Fig. 4a, where the
qubit is resonant with the cavity (ω− = ωc), clearly
demonstrate tunable coupling. Several vacuum Rabi
crossings are shown with controllable splitting. In the
waterfall data, the coupling strength is reduced from a
maximum value of 43 MHz to an imperceptibly small
value, less than 200kHz, with resolution limited by the
finite cavity linewdith. After crossing through zero, the
coupling increases again to larger values. Fig. 4b-d show
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FIG. 4. Tunable qubit-cavity coupling. (a), Normal-
ized transmitted power at resonance for g tuning from 45
MHz, through the g = 0 point, to 33 MHz. (b-d) show
the ω− transition tuning through the cavity resonance for
g = 45MHz, g = 27MHz, and g < 200kHz, respectively. The
cavity linewidth places an upper bound on the resolution with
which one can observe the minimum splitting on resonance.

transmission while tuning the qubit frequency through
resonance while holding g− constant for three different
values of g−. For the large and mid-range g−, avoided
crossings are observed as expected. In Fig. 4d, no change
in the cavity line is observed as the qubit is tuned through
resonance when the coupling is zero. From this data, it
is readily apparent that the device operates as expected,
providing independently tunable frequency and coupling
with on chip fast flux bias lines.

Tunable coupling alleviates two major challenges in
cQED-based experiments: radiative qubit decay and
qubit-qubit crosstalk. As a result of the interaction be-
tween the cavity and qubit, the qubit states are dressed
with a photonic component proportional to g

∆ , where the
detuning, ∆ = ωq−ωc, is the difference between the bare
qubit and cavity frequencies. The dressed qubit state
has a direct radiative pathway for relaxation through
the cavity, known as the Purcell effect. This has been
shown to be a major factor limiting lifetimes of trans-
mon qubits [15]. Careful engineering of the admittance of
the superconducting circuit can suppress relaxation [26],
but may prove difficult in large scale circuits and does
not help with qubit-qubit crosstalk. Both crosstalk and
relaxation can be suppressed by operating at large de-
tunings [14], but this becomes increasingly difficult with
a large number of qubits and leaves a finite coupling that

still causes errors. Moreover, small detuning is often re-
quired for high-fidelity measurements. The TCQ’s tun-
able coupling is a viable solution to both of these prob-
lems because the coupling can be turned off when spuri-
ous interactions need to be suppressed. Additionally, the
TCQ is a V-system and has a second excited state, repre-
sented here by the ω+ transition. This transition remains
at least 1 GHz detuned from the primary qubit transi-
tion and could prove beneficial in a high SNR cycling
measurement of the qubit state [24, 27, 28]. Considering
the unique energy level configuration and the benefits
that dynamically tunable coupling provides, the TCQ is
an important step in enabling large-scale quantum pro-
cessors.
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